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INTRODUCTION AI~ REVIgw OF LITERATURE 
The tungsten bronzes are a series of substitutional 
solid solutions o:f alkali or alkaline earth metatungstates 
and tungstic oxides. They are not really metallic alloys or 
intermetallic compounds but they possess some mark ed metal-
l~c properties such as metallic luster, g ood electric con-
ductivity, , hlgh speci:fic gravity, . etc -. For this reason the 
name o:f "bronzes" is applied to them. 
The bronzes were :first discovered by F. Wohler (l) in 
1823. Later, , the bronzes were investigated by Brunner and 
others. 'YT. F. de Jong :found that·:·. the bronzes have a perovs-
kite type o:f structure (CaTi03). G. Hagg confirmed the sta~ 
tement made by de Jong and showed that alkali · metatung state 
and tungstic oxide :form solid solutions with lattice contrac-
tion and change2 o:f color. (1) 
Dif':ferent methods o:r preparing tungsten bronzes have 
b een proposed. They may be classified as follows: 
1. Heating a mixture o:r alkali tungstate, , tungstic 
oxide, , and tungsten powder in a vacuum :furnace. (l) 
2. Reduction of' an acid tungstate with hydrogen, coal 
gas, tin, zinc, , or iron. ( 2 } 
3. Melting the mixture o:r normal or acid tungstatel with 
tungsten dioxide in the absence o:f air. ( 2} 
(1) Straume.nis, . M. E., J. Am. Cham. Soc., , ,:a, , 679, 1949 
(2) Mellor, . J. W., , A COmprehensive Treatise on Inorgani 
and Theoretical Chemistry, , ~, 750, 1931 
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4. The electrolytic reduction of a fused polytungstate, 
or a. mixture of tungstic acid with a metallic tungstate, or 
a solution. of tungstic acid in a fused mixture of alkali 
chlorides. ( 2): 
Laurent was the first to report on the synthesis of ~ 
potassium tungsten bronze in 1838. Since then :few papers 
concerning this subject. have been published. Dif'ferent me-
t h ods o:f preparation of potassium tungsten bronze have been 
given. These methods of preparation are the same as were 
described above :for the preparation of tung sten bronzes in 
gene raJ. • ( 3 ) 
As to the number and the formulas of the potassium 
tungsten bronzes, , opinions differ. The formulas of K2W30J_ 2 
and K2w3o9 have been g iven. !-1agnel1 gave the formula of po-
ta:ss1um tungsten bronze as KyWo3, and he gave the value of y 
as 0.475 to 0.570. UntiJ. 1949 no study of the crystal struc-
ture of potassium tungsten bronze was made. 
In 1949 Magneli published an article ( 3 ) dealing t h e 
crystal structure of potassium tungsten with x-ray diffrac-
tion study. He used the rotating single crystaJ. method of x-
ray diffra ction to study the crystal structure of potassium 
t ungsten bronze. He :found ou t tha t the potassium tungsten 
bronze is o:f tetragonal structure. He gave the lattice cons-
(3) Arne Magnel1, Th e Crystal Struc~~re o~ T~~ra.gona.l P~­
tas sium Tung t;Jten Br onze, ~r.ki.V For !)ami. , 1·, 2l.3-22l., 1949 
tants as follows: 
a: 
c: 
17.311 or 12.317 A (17 .276 or 12.292 Kx) 
3.841 A (3.833 Kx) 
/ 1\:Iag:neli prepared his crystals by redUcing acid potas-
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sium tungstate in a slow stream of hydrogen at about 600° c. 
The: crystal he obtained were very small. It is very diffi-
cult to work satisfactorily with too small crystals in the 
single crystal method. He did not decide whether the value 
of "a" was 12.292 Kx or 17.276 Kx. 
The first intent of the present work was, therefore, 
to try and determine the correct value of a. 
As was mentioned before, the formula of potassium 
tungsten bronze has not been definitely determined. Different 
authorities have different opinions. It was the second in-
tent of the present work to try to find out the possible 
formula of potassium tungsten bronze with the lowest wo3 
content. 
The third intent of the present work was to study the 
e:f':fect of wo3 in solution with potassium tungsten bronze. 
Th e fourth intent of the present work was to study the 
solubility of potassium tungsten bronze in sodium tungsten 
b ronze. 
The above investigations were made by preparing the ne-
cessary samples and then examining by x-ray diffraction me-
thods, using the rotating crystal method and the powder me-
thod and applying "stra.umanis' Technique". 
PREPARATION OF POTASSIUM TUNGSTEN 3RONZE 
WITH LOWEST wo3 CONTENT .. 
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Potassium tungsten bronze was made by heating at a high 
temperature a mixture of potassium tungstate, tungstic oxide:, 
and pure . tungsten powder . in a vacuum furnace. For the dual 
purposes of crystal and powder investigations, bronzes of 
both crystals and fine powders were made. 
A~ Preparation~ of Potassium Tungsten Bronze ·in Powder 
Form: 
1. The starting materials: 
The starting materials used for malcing potassium 
tungsten bronze are potassium tungs:tate,, tungstic oxide, and 
pure tungsten powder. The tungstic oxide was prepared by 
heating tungstic acid in a porcelain crucible at about 80o0 c 
for half an hour in air. The purpose of the heating is to 
drive off the water content in tungstic acid. 
The potassium tungstate was made by fusing a .c.tUculated 
mixture of potassium carbonate and pure wo3 at about 900° c ~ 
in a platinum crucib~e. The heating was continued until the 
whole mixture was thoroughly melted. Then the melted mass 
was cooled down,. t aken out from the crucible,, and crushed 
into fine powder. The meta~lic tungsten powder used was fine-
ly divided and chemically pure. 
2. Equipment for preparation of potassium tun~sten 
bronze powder: 
The furnace used for the preparation of p otassium 
tung sten bronze p owder waa a resistance quartz tube furnace 
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with chromel wire windings. The charge was placed in a por-
celain crucible which was kept in the middle o:f the :furna-ce 
during heating by a small quartz tube inside the heating 
tube. The temperature o:f the :furnace was measured by a chro-
mel-al.umel thermocoupl.e and controlled by a ·:srown potentio-
meter. The heating was done in vacuum. The vacuum assembly 
includes a mechanical pump, valves, . gages,. and driving motor. 
The arrangement o:f the heating system is sho~m in Fig. 1. 
The sample was placed in the :furnace which was then 
closed with a brass top which was sealed with black sealing 
wax. Be:fore the heating started the :furnace was well eva-
cuated. 
3. Preparation o:f pure potassium tungsten bronze: 
Several experiments :for making bronze powders and 
one :for larger crystals were carried out in the present work. 
In every experiment the starting materials were carefully 
calculated to obtain the lowest content o:f W03 possible. The 
reaction. was based on the :following reaction: 
(1) 
The weighed mixture was ground and mixed in a mortar. 
Then it was transferred into a porcelain crucible and put 
into :furnace and heated in the a b sence o:f air for a o out 3 
hours at the temperature o:f 870° C. Then the current was 
shut o:ff and the furnace slowly cooled down. ~fuen the furna-
ce was cold, the top was opened by melting the sealing wax 
with a small name burner and the crucible was tal~en out. In 
order to ren1ove the product f'rom the crucibl.e with ease . the 
Fig. l: 
• • . ' - ~L nr&-~ t c r· 
The Schematic Arrangem ent of the Hee ting System: 
a: Quartz tube. b: Furnace. c: Crucible. 
d : Thermocouple. e: Small quartz tube to keep 




crucible was boiled in a beaker with distilled wa~er. The 
product was slowly removed ~rom the crucible with a glass 
rod. During the boiling a small amount o~ potassium hydroxi-
de was added, and the reaction mass was washed several times 
with distilled water. The purpose o~ this treatment was to 
dissolve the unreacted W03 and K2Wo4 and to get rid of them. 
After this, the product was treated with a few drops of con-
centrated hydrochloric acid to neutralize the remaining KOH, 
and then washed several times again with distilled water to 
eliminate KCl or HCl. Finally the product was dried on a hot 
plate.:· and examined under microscope to observe the crystals 
before the X-ray pictures were taken. 
Exper1meirtt 1· 
An attempt was made to prepare pure K-W-bronze accord-
ing to Equation (1): 
3K2Wo4 + 2W03 +W 
978.34 : 463.84: 




It was k nown that if the charge was made exactly accord-
ing to the above equation the product .woUld contain a high 
percentage of wo2 and a small amount of w. For this reason 
the charge of EXperiment l was changed so that the amount of 
wo3 was nearly double that theoretically required. 





(0 .46 X 2) 
The charge was heated in a vacuum furnace for three 
hours at a temperatu~e of 870° c. 
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The product was violet in color with a small amount of 
white unreacted K2Wo4 onthe top. After the product was wash-
ed and treated with KOH solution the white material was eli-
minated and the small violet crystals of K-W-bronze were ob-
tained. An X-ray picture was made of a portion of the washed 
product, , and was shown to have a normal pattern (Film 367) 
EXperiment 2 
The composition of the charge for this experiment 'tras 
the same as before except the quantities of the starting ma-
terials were doubled. The charge was as follows: 
0.40 g 
1 _.84 g 
2.00 g 
4.24 g 
In order to get ;:,larger crystals a slightly higher tem-
perature than that of EXperiment 1 was used. The sample \·Tas 
heated at 9150 C for 3 hours. The product from this experi-
ment was better in that only a very thin film of yellowish 
green material remained on the top of t h e product. This re-
sidue may have been wo3 • The color of the washed bronze was 
the same as that of Experiment 1. The product was slightly 
fused at the top and was difficult to remove from the cruci-
ble. The crystals were still very small, no larger than those 
from the previous experiment. The washed product appeared 
pure when observed under the microscope• An X-ray picture 
9 
was taken of a portion of the washed sample. It "VIas s im1lar 
to that of Experiment 1 (Film 368). 
Experiment 3 
The composition of the charge was the same as in Experi-





It was heated to 870° C .for 3 hours. The temperature 
was somewhat lower t h an that in Experiment 2. No f u sion was 
ob served at .the top of' the product. There was still a very 
thin f'ilm of yel l owish green. material on the top of' the pro-
duct. It was possible that due to a very small amount of' air 
in the vacuum, . some small amount of' W on the top of' the 
charge was oxidized to W03. This W03 did not react with 
other part of' the charge and formed a f'ilm on the top where 
contact between air and charge existed. 
The product was easily removed f'rom the crucib le .• The 
washed product consisted of' pure small violet crystal when 
observed under the microscope. 
EXperiment 4 





The proport-ions of the starting materials in this experiment 
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were the same as in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Only the quan-
tities were three ·times as much as in Experiment 1. The heat-
ing temperature and time were the same as Experiment 2. Some 
:fusion .occurred on the top o:f the product. The washed pro-
duct was pure when observed under the microscope. No color 
change noticed, , and the crystals were still very small. The 
X-ray :film showed the same pattern as the :films :from the pro-
ducts o:f the previous experiments (Film 307). 
Experiments 6 and 7 
In : these two experiments the percentage o:f tungsten in 
the charge was decreased a n d the percentages o:f W03 and K2W04 
were slightly increased as compared with the previous experi-
menta. It was believed that the reactions might proceed bet-
ter i:f they occurred under a cover o:f excess tungstate and 
tungstic oxide .• 
The composition o:f the charges :for Experiments 6 and 7 









The heating time was 3 hours and the heating tempera-
ture was 895° C. The products were uni:form and good. The 
:film on the top o:f the products be:fore washing was very thin 
in these two experiments. The crystals were very small. The 
color o:f these crystals was reddish violet and a little 
brighter than that obtained be:fore. x~ray pictures were ta-
11 
ken of these two washed products. Film 405 was taken of the 
product from Experiment 6 and Film 408 was tak en of the pro-
duct from Experiment 7. The x~ray patterns obtained were the 
same as in the previous experiments. No new lines could be 
observed. 
As far as the purityof the product .is concerned, all 
of the above experiments were successful. Although they pro-
duced very small crystals not suitable for single crystal 
investigations the. products made good samples for powder 
X-ray photographs. 
B. Preparation . of crystals of potassium tungsten bronze 
suitable for the single crystal rotating method of investi-
gation: 
1. Purpose of making larger crystals: 
As was mentioned before in the introduction of this 
paper, the first goal of the present work was to try to de-
termine the "a11 constant of K-W-bronze. The best "oTay to a-
chieve this purpose is to find the "a" constant directly 
from the film by the rotating crystal method. The powder me-
thod is inconvenient because of the large number of lines on 
the pattern. 
2. Method of preparation of K-W-bronze crystals: 
The composition of the charge for mak ing crystals of 
K-W-bronze suitable for single crystal investigation was 
based on the same Equation (1) as for the powder K-W-bronze. 
Only the quantity of W was slightly less. 
12 
The composition o:f the charge :for mak ing larger crys-









The content o:f W03 was double that .which was theoreti-
cally needed. The purpose o:f this change was to ·· reduce the 
quantities o:f unreacted W and wo2 in the product. The compo-
sition :for this charge was nearly the same as in the case o:f 
Experiment 6 and 7. 
The charge was heated to 9600 C for 3 hours. The tempe-
rature used in this experiment was the highest one used in 
any o:f the experiments. 
The product wa.s slightly :fused and was very di:fficul t 
to remove :: from the crucible. Nearly three hours were spent·~ 
in boiling the crucible i:Ir a beaker before the product came 
loose·. All the washing and cleaning procedure.s were the same 
as those :for the powder bronze. 
Some well-defined e.nd large crystals were obtained. 
Their sizes were not uniform; some were large while others 
are small. The ones which were used in the rotating crystal 
method were approximately 0.3 to 0.4 mm in. width e.nd 1.5 mm 
in length. 
c :; Conrclusions: 
These experiments show that a heating temperature of 
87oo cis sufficient :for making bronze in the form of" :fine 
crysta~ while temperatures as high as 960° C or more are ne-
13 
cessary :for mak ing larger crystals. It is not good pracrt.ice 
to employ too high temperatures in making b ronze. powder be-
cause the higher temperature tends to :fuse the charge,: and 
it is di:ff'1cu1t to remove it :from the crucible. It may b e 
pre:ferable to heat the charge longer in mBL~ing larger crys-
tals. The heating time in- the present work was 3 hours :for 
all charges. 
The vacuum in the :furnace should be good, otherwise the 
wo3 in bronze may be increased due to oxidation o:f metallic = 
tungsten to tungstic oxide. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND FORMULA OF POTASSIUM 
TUNGSTEN BRONZE 
1. Description of the Method of Analysis: 
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The purpose of chemical analysis was to determine the 
percentages of potassium and tungstic oxide in the bronze 
and by using the data from the analysis to find the possi-
ble formula for the samples of K-W-bronze. 
A~ Method for the determination of potassium: 
In this method(4) concentrated sulfuric acid and am-
monium sulfate were used to decompose the bronze; concentra-
ted nitric acid was used to precipitate the wo3 • The proce-
dures for this analysis were as follows: 
(1) Weight of sample: o.4ooo g 
(2) The sample was heated with two grams of ammonium 
sulfate and 2 cc of concentrated sulfuric acid in a platinum 
crucible. 
(3) The heating was repeated until strong fumes came 
off and the bronze was completely dissolved. 
(4) The mass was cooled and moistened with distilled 
water. 
(5) The moistened mass was rinsed and transferred into 
a porcelain dish. 
(6) 50 cc of concentrated nitric acid was then added to 
the dish with occasional boiling. 
(7) Addition or water into the dish was made to dilute 
the contents. 
(4) Wil.fred W. Scott:, Standard Methods :of Cl;l.emieal Analysis, 
p.451.- 1918 
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(8) Filtration. _soth the f'iltrate and residue were 
saved. 
{9) The f'iltrate was evaporated in a dish by g entle 
heating. 
(10) The evaporated f'iltrate was transf'erred into a 
weighed platinum crucible f'or continuous evaporation until 
it was dried and the , f'umes ceased to come of'f'. 
(ll) . The dried mass was then cooled in a dessicator. 
(12) The dried white mass in the crucib1e was K2so4 • It _ 
was weighed with the p1atinum crucible • 
• (13) The weight of' potassium in the sample was calcula-
ted and its percentage in the sample was determined. 
The percentage of' wo3 in the bronze was also calculated 
on the basis of' the weight of' ignited residue saved f'rom the 
f'iltration. The percentage of' wo3 determined in this was way 
was not accurate. Three analyses were made, and the results 
were as f'ollows: 
No. of' Wt. of' sa.mp1e Wt. of' K K "Tt. ,wo3 wo1 
ana1ysis (g) (g) (%) (g) (% 
1 0.3000 0.0155 5.164 0~2590 86.33 
2 . 0.4000 0.0260 6.523 0.3210 80.03 
3 0.4000 0.0259 6.478 0.3442 86.05 
From the above results it was apparent that there was 
some error in the analyses, otherwise the percentage of' W03 
and the percentage .· of' K together shouJ.d be more than 100. 
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(In the above analyses the total percentage o~ K plus wo3 is 
only , about 90). It is believed that some wo3 was lost in the 
analyses during the evaporation o~ ammonium sul~ate and sul-
~uric acid. 
For this reasonanother method ~or the determination o~ 
W03 was used. The above method was only used ~or determining 
K in the bronze. 
B. Method ~or determining w.o3 ( 5) 
In this method sodium carbonate and potassium nitra-
te were used to decompose the bronze and aqua regia was used 
to precipitate the W03• The procedure was as ~ollows: 
(1) The sample was o.4ooo g. 
(2) The sample was mixed and ground with 0.5 g o~ sodium 
carbonate and about 0.3 go~ potassium nitrate. 
(3) The uni~orm mixture was heated to a dark red heat 
in a platinum crucible until all the bronze was disaolved. 
(4) The mass was then cooled in air and was dissolved 
in distilled water. 
(5) The solution was then heated in a glass b eak er with 
a gentle f1ame until a clear solution was obtained. 
(6) Addition o~ 20 cc o~ aqua regia was made to the so-
lution and then the s.O~ut1onwas boiled for about a hal~ 
hour until a yellow precipitate wa·s ob tained. 
(7) The precipitate was ~iltered and washed. 
{5) H~gg, G., Zeit. ,hys. Cham., (B), £2, 192, 1935 
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(8) The residue was dried, ignited, and then weighed. 
The ignition was continued untir_constant weight was reached. 
The ignited product was wo3 • 
(9) The_ percentage of' wo3 in the sample was calculated. 
Three analyses were made, and t h e results were as f'ollows: 
No. of' Wt. of' sample wt~ of' wo3 % of' '\>l03 analysis (g) {g) Ave.% wo3 
1 0.4000 0.3723 93.07 
2 : 0.4000 0.3710 92.75 92.57 
3 0.4000 0.368o 92.i00 
2~ Determination of' The Formula of' Potassium Tungsten 
Bronze with Probable Lowest W03 Content: 
Two genera£ f'ormulas f'or potas sium tungs~en bronze 
have been suggested. Theyj are as f'ollows: 
1. KWvo3 • (wvlo3)x 
K WO' y 3 
By Dr. M. Straumanis 
By,' Dr. G. Hagg 
Two methods were used 1n the present work f'or the cal-
culation of the formula of' K-\1'1-bronze with the possible low-
est wo3 content; both are based on the chemical analysis of 
the bronze. 
Method 1: This method is b ased on the analysis of the K 
and wo3 content of the b ronze. In the cp emical analysis by 
t h e s econd meth od, KN03 was used as an oxidizi n g a 3ent as wa s 
describ ed bef ore. The reactions b etween the KN03 and KWV03 
of f'ormula (1) may be described as f'ollows: 
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2KWvo3 + o K2w~lo7 
2(39.1+231.9)t-16 K2w~lo7 or f'or the oxida-
tion of' every 2 x 39.1 K, 
16 oxygen are needed. 
Of' the 0.4oOO g of' the bronze analysed the average 
weight of' K wa.s 0.026 g. The following relation can be es-
tablished: 
K • 0 • 
2(39.1) • 16 • 
0.026 • X • 
X = 16 X 0.026 = 0.00532 g 2 X• 39.1 
It L. means that 0 .00532 g of' oxygen from KN03 was needed to 
oxidize the WY to yvl in the o.4ooo g of bronze. 
or 
Wt. of' W03 after oxidation= 0.3704 g (Chem. Anal.) 
Then Wt. of W03 before oxidation= 0.3704 - 0.00532 
= 0.3651 g 
In g. mol. (before oxidation): 
K : wo3 = g9~f6 : ~3i~~~ = o.ooo665 : o.oo1577 
If' we assume the mol. of' K to be unity we will get 
0.000665 • 0.001~71- 1 • 2 371 
o.ooo665 • o.ooo 65- • • · 
Hence, the formula of' K-W-bronze is 
(1) KWvo3 • (wvlo3)1.37 
< 2) Ko. 422wo3 
according to Dr. Straumanis 
according to Dr. Hagg 
From the above formula the % wvlo3 in the bronze can b e 
calculated as follows: 
From the formula (1), wt. of KW03•(W03)1 .37 = 588.7 
Wt. o~ (W03 )1 •37 = - 317.7 
Hence,% 0~ W03 in the bronze=~~~:+ X 100 = 53.9% 
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Method 2t This method is based only on the determina-
tion o~ the amount o~ potassium in the bronze. 
The mol. wt. o~ KW03 = 271.0 
The mol •. wt. o~ K 39.1 




X -= -271.0 X 0.026 
. 39.1 . 
KWO 271~0 
X . 
= 0.1802 g 
It means that the KW03 in the 0 .4000 g sample is 0 .1802 
g. Hence wt;. o~ wYlo3 in the o .4000 bronze = o .4000 - o .1802 : 
= 0.2198 g, and %W!1o3 in the bronze= 0 •2!98 ~ 100 = 54.95%, o. 
% W03 ~rom the result o~ Method l = 53.97% 
Hence average % o~ wv1 o3 in the bronze,, = 54.46% 
Suppose that the ~ormula o~ the bronze is KW03•(W03)x: 
Mol. wt. o~ KWo3 •(W03 )x = 39.1+ 231.9-1- 23l.9x 
- 271 + 23l.9x 
Then% (wo3 )x in the bronze= 23l.9x = 0.5446 271 23l.9x 
Hence x = 1.397 
The ~ormula o~ the bronze is then: 
KWvo3·(wo3>l.397 
or Ko • 41 7wo3 
c. Conslusions: 
From the ab ove calculations of the formula for K-W-
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bronze it is apparent that the formula f'or the K-W-bronze 
where x is equal to 1.37 to 1.39, or 
KyW03 where y is equal to 0 .422 to 0 .417. 
It should be noted that the formula varies as the per 
cent wo3 in the bronze varies. 
In the present work it was assumed that the '\'103 content:_ 
in the ·oronze is the lowes:b possible. 
The formula given by r-ia.gneli was as follows: 
Ky~o3 where y = 0.475 to 0.57 
The per cent K in his formula is somewhat higher than 
that obtained in the present work. 
It should be further noted that the accuracy of' the 
determination of' the formula f'or , K-W-bronze depends very 
much on the method of- chemical analysis used and on the skill. 
of' the operator conducting the chemicaL analysis. 
X-RAY ANALYSIS OF THE LARGE CRYSTALS 
OF POTASSIUM TUNGSTEN BRONZE 
The larger crystals obtained from Experiment 5 were 
used for the determination of the lattice constants of the 
K-W-bronze by applying the rotation crystal method. 
A. Description o£ the Larger Crystals: 
2l 
The larger crystals made in Experiment 5 are well 
defined~ Under microscope they appear as follows: 
o' r I 0 ; 
<{ 
c 
Fig . 2: Ske tches .of the crystals found in Exp~ 5. 
The crystals are shiny violet l.IDder ref'J..ected light, 
and the · sizes are not uniform. The ones chosen for the X-
ray photographs are approximately 0.3 to 0.4 mm in width 
and 1 mm m J. ength ~ 
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Most :of' them showed some : imperfection. In addition to 
the violet colored crystals of' K-W~bronze some silver color-
ed crystals were also found. 
B. Choice of Radiation: 
Both Cu and Co radiations were available in the la-
boratory, but Co-radiation was chosen in the present work . 
The reason for this choice is based on the following facts: 
The basic equation used in the rotating crys t al method 
is: 
I = n.A Sin~ (1) 
where I: the identity period along the rotation axis of 
crystal. 
A: The : angle between the incident X-ray beam and the 
diffracted beam to the nth layer line. 
~: Wavelength of' X-ray 
n: Order or the layer line. 
In Equation (1), for a given I and n, the larger the va-
lue of)\, the larger is the angle./-<-. This means that the 
distance between the zero layer line and nth layer line is 
longer when)\ is larger. Thus, the nth layer line in the pho-
tograph will be separated farther from the zero layer line 
when the wave length is longer. This gives a more distin ct 
pattern and more accurate measurement ·~ :ror the angle ,;t<.. The 
more accurs.te the measurement of' the angle A,. the better i s 
t h e result for the v alue of I. Furth ermore, the numbe~ of' 
interferences on the centraa ~~ line is smaller when the 
wavelength is longer. The evaluation of this line is, , there-
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fore, much easier. 
The characteristic wavelength of Co-radiation is longer 
than that of Cu-radiation (Co-K~ = -1.7853 Kx, Cu-K~ : 
f I 
1.5374 Kx), so the Co-radiation was chosen. 
c. The Rotation Crystal Photo~raph: 
The general procedure for making rotating crystal 
photographs is summarized as follows: 
1. The crystal chosen should be well defined and the 
size must be appropriate. In order to diminish the influence 
of absorption the crystal chosen for the rotation method 
must not be too large. 
2. The crystal is mounted with glue on a glass hair 
which .is :f'ixed to the tip of a goniometer head. 
3. The actual mounting i~s done with forcep s under a mi-
croscope. 
4. By the help of four adjusting screws on the gonio-
meter heard, . and by .' comparision with the cross hair of the 
microscope the crystal is brought into t h e axis of rotation 
of the camera. First, the axis of the crystal is brought in-
to the plane of the axis of rotation of the c amera. Second, 
the axis of rotation of the crystal is then broue~t parallel 
to the axis of rot.ation of the camera• The cen tering is very 
important to the success of t h e photograph. 
5. After_the sample is centered, the film is loaded in 
t he camera and X-ray photograph c an b e tal.: en. 
In the present work three photographs from three major 
zone:: axes of the K-W-bronze were taken. They~ are: 
, 
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(1) The Photograph o:r the Crystal., the Supposed [oo]J 
Axis o:r Which was Brought into Axis of Rotation of the Ca-
mera.: Fil.m 300 • 
Fig~ 3 (a) : Film 300 ~ Rotation photograph o:r K.;;.;W'-bronze 
crystal along the supposed [ooJJ axis~ Co-rad. 




Fig . 3(b): The mounting of K-W-bronze crystal :ror Film 300. 
a: Axis o:r rotation. b: Glass hair. 
c: Crystal. d: Direction o:r rota tion. 
e: Direction o:r incident X-ray beam. 
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( 2) The Photograph of' the Crystal., the Supposed CJ_og 
Axis of' Which Was Brought into Axis of' Rotation of' the Ca-
.. : ' 
mera.~ Film 300. do-radiation~ 
Fig~ 4 : (a) 
Film 312. Rotation photograph of' K-W-bronze crys-
tal .--aJ.ong the supposed {f.OQ} axis. · Co-rad. 






Fi · 4 The mounting of' the crystal for Film 312. g. ( : b) 
a.: Axis of' rotation. b: Glass hair. . 
c: Cr.ysta.l~ d: Direction of rotation. 
e: Direction of the incident X-ray beam. 
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( 3) The Photograph of' the Crystal., the Supposed [119] 
Axis of' Which Was Brought into Axis of' Rotation of the Ca-
mera. Film 310. 
Fig. 5~ Film 310. Rotation photograph of' K-W-bronze crys-




Fig. 6. The mounting of the crystal for making Film 310. 
a: Axis of rotation. b: Glass hair. 
c: Crystal.. d: Direction of rotation. 
e: Direction of' incident X-ray beam. 
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D. Evaluation and Measurement of the Crystal Photosraphs: 
As ;.was mentioned before, the ftmdamenta.J.. equation 
used in evaluation of the rotating crystal pattern is: 
I = n).. 
Sin .AN 
This equation can be applied in any direction which is chosen 
as the rotation axis. 
The greatest advantage of the rotating crystal method is 
the fact ' ~ that the dimensions cof the ub.i t cell of a crystal. 
can _be obtained separately from the photographs tru:en with 
each of the crystal axes as the axis of rotation. 
The measurement and evaluation of the crystal pattern 
is illustrated by the following example: 
Film 3l2-axis _of rotation, [lOO] : 
Circumference of the cylindrical film: 200 mm 
r: Rad.1 us of the film = 200/2JC = 31.83 mm 
d• Distance between 1st and zero layer lines - 4.62mm ,. 
d: Distance between 2nd and zero layer lines - 9.65mm 
t. 
d: Distance .between 3rd and zero layer lines =15.44mm 
.3 
TanJ'Ci= d1 /r = 0 .145, .!c:= 8.2 degrees (Angle between 
' zero and 1st layer lines) 
- 0.303, ~= 16.8 degrees (Angle between 
zero and ~d layer lines) 
Tan.«, d-/r = 0 .485~ ,..«= 25.8 degrees (Angle b etween 
7 ~ Y 3 zero and 3rd layer lines) 
Sin 8.2° - 0.143 
Sin16.8°- 0.290 
Sin25.8° = o.436 
n - - 1• l. """:' ' 
1.785 Kx (Co-KJ.) 
I 
Hence I 1 l x 1.785 _ 12 .48 Kx 0.143 
I 2 = 2 X 1.785 0.290 12.31 Kx 
I3 3 X 1.785 
= 12.28 
0.436 
Average o:f I 12.36 :Kx 
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This means that the lattice constant o:f a K-W-bronze 
crystal along the supposed [100] axis is 12.36 Kx . 
For the purpose o:f simplicity the above data are pre-
sented in the :following table: 
Table I: Data o:f Film 312- [1oo] 
d, mm Ta.np. P; deg. Sin _,a I, Kx Ave. I, F...x 
l: 4.62 0.145 8.2 0.143 12.48 
2: 9.65 0.303 16.8 0.290 12~31 12.36 
3: 15.44 0.485 25.8 0.436 12.28 
Remarks: r=31.83 mm . ~.=1. 785 Yuc 
By using the same method o:f evaluation the constants o:f 
I :for Film 3001P01] and Film 310~l~were :found as :follows: 
Average I :for Film 300- [001] ::: 3.835 Ex 
Average I :for Film 310- Q-10] :::17.42 F...x 
From the above data it is apparent That : 
1. The lattice constant o:f K-W-bronze along the ~01] 
or c axis is 3.835 F~ (Fig. 3( b ) ). 
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2. The 1-att;ice constants along the (100] and [llO] direc-
tions \'lhich are at 45 degrees with each other are 12.36 Kx 
and 17.42 Kx. The resuJ. ts of this measurement shm-1 that _ the 
previously assumed directions of [100] and [110] were ~1ght. 
Thus, the crystal measured belongs to the tetragonal system. 
Nevertheless, _ the selection of the [100] direction is 
not easily decided because the unit cell of the crystal may 
be ::: faced centered. If this is true,, then, "a" is equal to 
17.42 Kx (instead of 12.36 Kx) and half of the diagonal is 
equal to ~ a./2~ . i.e., 12.32 Kx• The final decision, there-
fore, should be made from another consideration. 
E.: Comparison of constants found in the present work 
with those given by Magneli and discussion: 
























From Table II it is clear that there is no question 
about the constant "c". The tmcertainty concerns the proper 
value for the const~t "a". 
The difficu:Lty_-with · tha constant ~ "a" arises because it 
is hard to tell which axis is - the right [looJ axis by obser-
Vihg the exterior f~m of the . crystal. Tlie outside ~ shape : of 
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a crystal does not necessarily con~orm to the shape of the 
unit cell of the crystal. An attempt was made, therefore, to 
decide the value o~ "a" constant from different considera-
tions. 
Analysis of the crystal by cons:truct:ion . of' . the$ rec1J?ro• __  
cal 1 a.tt~ce: 
The double Bragg angles of the zero layer line of Film 
300 (which vias tak en of the crystal l'ri th the [ 001] axis as 
the axis or rota.tion) were measured and a reciprocal lattice 
diagram was constructed (Fig. 7). AB shown in Fig . 7, the 
lattice shows two possibilities for the value of "a". They 
are represented by the full line and the brok en line on the 
diagram. If the brok en line is correct (smaller reciprocal 
lattice) the value of "a" should be 17 .4~ Kx• If the full 
.. 
line is correct (larger reciprocal lattice) the value of rra" 
should be 12.36 Kx. 
The choice between the two values can be made on the 
following basis: In principle the smallest constant must be' 
chosen if with this constant all the interference s . c an be.:: 
explained in the lattice diagram. But if there are 3\ : in-
terferences which do not fit into the pattern with t he smal-
ler constant, the larger one must be chosen. As was shown in 
the reciprocal diagram, all the interferences fit \"/ell into 
the reciprocal lattice by choosing 12.36 Y,.x as the "a" cons-
tan:t. 
A reciprocal lattice diagram was also drawn _from the 
&?uble 3ragg angles of the first t layer:.. lines of ~ the same 
:Jl3o 
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crystal on Film 300. The interferences fit well into this 
diagram also by choosing 12.36 Kx as the "a" constant. There-
fore, this is the right value for _the constant "a" and the 
lattice of the K-W-bronze is primitive tetragonal. 
F. The correct indexing of the K-W-bron~e crystal: 
After the proper value of' constant "a" is l:..nown, the 
correct indexing of the K-W-bronze crystal can be made with-
out difficulty. The following sketch (Fig. 8) which shows 
the indexing of' the crystal used in the present analysis was 
drawn on the basis of' the proper value of' 11 a" constant by 
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Fi g . 8 : Sk8tch o f the K-~-bronze Crys t a l Showi n g 
t he Corre ct I nd e xi ng . 
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POWDER PATTERN OF POTASSIUM TUNGSTEN BRONZE 
The pol'rder pattern of :K-W'-bronze :· from Sample No. 2 :is 
shown ih following film: 
Fig. 9: Powder _X-..ray Pattern of :: K-W-bronze 
Sample ~ 2, Film 368, Co-radiation·. 
In order to identify the pattern: of_ the above film, it . 
was compared with Film 411 which · was taken of the: crushed 
large .: crystals which had been used for the . ccystal investi-
gation. All the lihes in Film 368 match the lines in Film 
411. It \'tas proved that the crystal. of :~ K-W~bronze has a · te-
tragonal structure so it is clear that the powder pattern of 
Film 368 is also of tetragonal structure. This means that the. 
K-W-bronze powder from Sample 2 ~ is of tetragonal structure. 
All the other f'iDns of di :Cferent samples of po,·Tder K-W-
bronze show the same pat tern as it .is in Film 368. T'ne other 
films are Film 367 from Sample 1, Film 307 from Sample 4, 
Film 313 from Sample 5, . Film 405 from Sample 6, . and Film 408 
from Sample 7. 
From the above evidence it is apparent that the pot-rder 
of K-W~bronze has the same tetragonal structure as the single.: 
crystals obtained in Experiment 5. 
THE:;:SOL u3 ILITY OF vl0"3 I N POTASSI U11i 
TUNGSTEN BRONZE ~ 
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The purpose of' this part of' l'lork was to study the be-
havior of' wo3 and K-W-bronze. 
The total weight of' sample in each experiment was 0.5 
g . The necessary portions of' wo3 and K-W-bronze in each ex-
periment were calculated and weighed to : the exact amounts 
required. - Then . the charge was mixed and ground in a mortar 
and transf'erred into a small quart-z.-. bulb. The bulb was eva-
cuated and sealed o:f':f' with a gas oxygen f'lame. It was heated 
at 870° C f'or one hour in a resistance f'urnace. The product · 
was crushed into powder and X-ray photographs were made. The 
X-ray pattern of' each sample thus prepared was examined. 
Five samples of' li03 and K-W-bronze mixture were made. 
The amount of' wo3 added and the f'inal composition of' the K-
W;_bronze of' each sample are shown in Tabi·e III. The total li'03 
content in K-W-bronze in each sample was calculated in the 
:following way: 
Calculation of' the total W03 content in sample: 
Let X~ wt. % of' f're e vT03 added to each sample• 
-
y= wt. % of' total wo3 in each sample. 
The % of' wo3 in the original ~ bronze was 54.5 
Hence, . 
y = 54.5 x (100 - X) t X = 54.5 (1 - 1~0) +X 
100 
Examp1e of' Calculation: 
(p .19). 
Se.mp1e 44: Free :~ !% wo3 added during preparation - X = 10% 
Hence total % wo3 in sample = y 
= 54.5(1 - igo ) + 10 = 59.05% 
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The .' :following table shows the percentages o:r wo3 added 
to each sample, the color o:r the sample, and the signi:f'icant 
change in the K-W-bronze pattern due to addition of vro3 • 
Table III: Solubility of 'VT03 in K-W-b ronze 
Spl Free W03 
No • . added, 
\'Tt • % 
Tot. wo3 










Film 396: The same pattern as 
pure K-W-bronze. The lattice 
may be slightly contracted. 
Film 397: The tetragonal lattice 
shrunk but there are some 
strange lines on the pattern. 
Film· 398: No signi:f'icant change 
in comparison with Film 397. 
Film 400: The lines of the old 
pattern have become very weak. 
A new pattern is evident. 
Film 404: The new pattern is 
entirely di:f':f'erent from wo3 
Remark s: 1. The %of W03 in the original K-W-bronze is 54.5. 
2. Since the strange lines appear in Sample 45, it 
is very possible that the limit of solubility 
of wo3 in K-W-bronze is about 60% of W03; thus, 
the .bronze absorbed less than ~5% of wo3. 
3. No distinction could be made as to theb1color of different samples. They were a.J.l dark ue • 
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Since a slight contraction or the lattice or the ori~ 
ginal bronze could be observed, , it is supposed that the 
bronze absorbs about 15 per cent or free wo3 forming a solid 
solution. The formula or~ the bronze= ~rith the highest W03 
content is therefore KWvo3 •(wvlo3) 1 •82 or Y~.354wo3 • 
The new pattern that ~1as observed on Film 404 belongs 
evidently to a new K-W-bron"Ze:~ t having the rormula K2W8o25 
according to G • . V·. Knorre. (6) 
(6) Knorre, , G. v., . J. prakt. Chem., , 27, 58, 1883. 
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THE·;:SOLUBILITY OF POTASSIUM TUNGSTEN BRONZE:.: 
IN SODIUM TUNGSTEN BRONZE 
The purpose of:. this~ part of work was to . study the solu-
bil.ity of K-W-bronze in Na-W-bronze and to find the~· limit of 
sol.:ubili ty, , if any. In order to achieve this purpose, sam-
pies of Na•W-bronze were made with different : amounts of K-
w·~bronze from 5 per cent by weight up to so· per cent. Powder. 
patterns of every sample were made, examined, and measured. 
The 1attice constants of each sample were determined. 
The theoretical basis for this stu~ is the fact that 
the lattice constant of Na-W-bronze will change if K-W-bronze 
wi11 dissolve 1n it. The solubility limit will be at the· 
point where new lines will appear and the lattice of' Na:-W-
bronze will not change any more. 
The camera used in this work was a cylindrical· one. It 
is of' a modif'iedDebye-Scherrer type, designed by Dr. :M;. E-. 
Straumanis. The film used was:::; 3 x 17.5 em and both back and 
front reflections were recorded on the same film. Co-radiation 
was used. 
1. Determination of wo3 content in sodium tungsten 
bronze: 
Na-W-bronze and wo3 form a series of solid solutions 
with a change of lattice of the former. The relationship be-
tween ·· the wo3 dissolved in Na-W-bronze and the lattice change 
of' the latter has been worked out by previous investigators. 
A part of the graph is reproduced here as shown· in Fig . 11. 
,. 
The ordinate of t his graph· shows the lattice const ant of' Na-
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W-bronze and the abscissa shows the percentages of wo3 dis-
solved in the bronze. If we know the lattice constant of a 
Na~W-bronze the percentage of W03 in this bronze can be read 
directly from the graph. 
Example: #4 Na-W-bronze (Experiment 4) : 
Film 342 
Lattice constant: 3.8427 ~: 
wo3 in the bronze: 11.1% 
{!(u~ ~) ) : 1 ( ( e) ) ) [( •, ' . 
'\ ' 
Fig. 10: Powder pattern of Na-W-bronze (Film 342). 
2. Preparationof sodium tungsten-bronze: 
The equipment and procedure for the preparation of 
Na-W-bronze was the same as that for the preparation of K-
W:...bronze. 
EXperiment 1 
The charge for preparing Na-W-bronze was calculated 
according to the following equation: 
3Na2wo4 + 2Wo3 + W--+ 6Na\'T03 
587.5 463.8 183.9 
0.588 0.464 0.184 
The composition of the sample in th1ts. sexperiment was as 
I· 
~ 5.Bro<J h · .~ 
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w 1.20 g 
wo3 3.04 g 
Na2wo4 .6.00 g 
Total. 10.24 g 
From a comparison of the composition of this charge with the 
theoretical. amounts, , we can see that the proportion of Na2wo4 
in this experiment was nearly doubled. It has been shown 
that the best results are obtained when the reaction takes 
place under a cover of excess sodi:um tungstate.(?) The charge 
was slowly heated to 9000 C ~ for three hours. 
A golden yellow product was obtained, at the top of 
which a thin cover of greenish gray material could be seen. 
The product was removed from the crucible, _. ground, , washed 
with distilled water, treated with NaOK solution to remove 
the unreacted wo3 , washed again with water, ; and neutratized 
with a few drops of HCl. The sample was rewashed several 
times and was finally dried on a hot plate. The sample was 
examined under the microscope and found to be pure. 
An X-ray picture of the washed sample .was made (F.L l m 
367) and its lat. tice constant was calculated. It was found 
that this sodium bronze contains 10.7 per cent of wo3 !. 
(7) Strauma.nis, M. E., J. Am. Chem.Soc.; .:zJ;; ~ 679, (1949) • 
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EAperilD.ent 2 
In .ExpeJ:>iment J. the color of the bronze appeared to 
be somewhat darker than the usual golden yellow bronze. Here 
more Na2W04 was added than in the previous experiment, 1n 
the belief that the excess of Na2wo4 might improve the pro-






The heating time and temperature were the same as in 
Experiment 1. The appearance of the Product before washing 
was cleaner than that of Experiment 1. The bronze appeared 
pure when observed 1.mder the microscope and its color was 
brighter than that or Experiment 1. 
$rneriment 3 
In the previous experiments the W03 content of the 
charge was higher than that theoretically required, , and the 
Na2wo4 content was nearly doubled. In this experiment the 
wo3 content was that theoretically needed and the Na2Wo4 
content was 60 per cent in excess. The purpose of this 
charge was to see what effect would be given to the product 
by decreasing the a.mo1.mt of Na2\'To4 in the charge • The com-




Total 16.36 g 
The heating temperature was 9259 C a.nd the time of' 
heating was three hours. 
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'rhe top of' the product was slightly fused, , and the co-
lor of the bronze was darker than that of Experiment 2. 
Under the microscope it appeared to be pure bronze. The 
darker color might have been: due to the lesser amount of 
Na2wo4 in the charge. 
Experiment 4 
In this experiment the Na2wo4 used was more than double 
the theoretical amount required. The wo3 content was the 
same as theoretically needed. Ih Experiment 3 the color of 
the bronze was a little dark. In this experiment more Na2W04 
was used in order to brighten the color of the bronze. The · 
composition of' the charge in this experiment was as follows: 
w 2.10 g 
't103 4.56 g 
N~2wo4 12~00 g 
Total 18.66 g 
It was heated to 900° c f'or three hours • The product was 
good. The color was brighter than that of Experiment 3· 
Under the microscope it showed very nice small crystals. An 
X-ray picture was made and the lattice constant was calcu-
lated. It was found that this sample contained 13 per cent 
of wo3 • The reason for _- the higher WO:; content in this aample 
as compared to EXperiments 1 and 2 -might be due to the vac-
cum which wasnot ~s good as it was in Experiment I . or 2. 
3. Preparation of' : samples .. for determination ·of' thtJ 
sol.ubi1ity , of pota;ssium tnngsten: bronze in 'soditlm· tungsten 
bronze: 
The samples were prepared by mixing ca1culated 
amotmts of' K-W-bronze and Na-W-bronze. The latter contains 
10.7 to 11.1 per cent of wo3 • In the present work the weight .. 
of each sample was 0.5000 g. The mixture of the two bronzes 
was grotmd in a mortar and then transferred into a small 
quartz:_. bul.b. The bulb was we11 evacuated before it was seal.ed 
off by a gas-oxygen f'1ame. The sample was he~ed in a resis-
tance f'urnace to 925° C for one hour. Then. it wa-s cooled down 
rapid1y in the air. The sample was ground to a f'in~ powder 
and X-ray photographs were made. 
The samples are described in Taible IV. 
4. Eva1uation and measurement of' the fi1ms: 
In order to determine the solubility of K-W-bronze in 
Na-W-bronze, : if' any, the lattice constants of' the above sam-
ples were determined. The technique used for the evaluation 
of the films has the following advantages: 
a. The effective circumference of the cylindrical film 
was found in each case, thus the error due to the shrinkage 
of the film was eliminated. 
b. Eack reflection lines were used in the ca1culatio~ 
' 
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Table IV: Samples of the mixtures of 
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Remarks 
#4 Na~W~bronze ­
waB used • . It con-
t ained 11 .1% of 
W'03· 
A' repetition of 
the .above expe-
riments. #4 Na-
W-bronze was used. 
#1 Na-W~bronze 
containing 10.7% 
of wo3 was used. 
was reduced to a negligible amount. 
The . following is a : brief' description of the method f'or 
the measurement and evaluation of' the ~ film: 
(a:) · The comparator: All the· films were measured with 
the help of a comparator. It consists of a carriage, , a mi-
croscope, . the reading devices and a device for centering the~ 
f'ilm. The f'ilm to be:.,measured was fastened on the carriage 
which can travel right or left during the measurement. The 
accuracy of the comparator is 0.001 mm. 
(b) Indexing of f'ilm: The · lattice constant of' the cubic 
sodium tungsten bronze is computed from the following aqua-
tibn: 
where a: Lattice constant of cubic cell. 
~: Wavelength of' characteristic radiation 1n Kx. 
h,kjll Indi.ce _c of the diffraction~ lirtea. 
& : Bragg angle. 
1: Conjugated angle of' B ( '/ , 90 -B) 
In order to solve "a" in the equation, ~ the Bragg angle 
and the indicesof' the diffraction lines of the pattern must 
be found • . As to the angle, , it can be determined by measuring 
the film while the indices of the diffraction lines can only 
be found after the lines in the pattern are indexed. 
Films of the cubic ~: Na•W-bronze ·with Co-radiation were 
indexed by a graphic method applying the principle o:f a re-
oiprocaJ.- lattice. , 
The procedure for index~g the film ~s as follows: 
(J.) The determ~a.tion of the radius of the reflecting 
circle: The radius of the reflecting circle was determined 
by -the following equation: (8 ) 
where 
a = >..,f!i {a) 
. {12-£> 
a. : Lattice constant. 
A., : Wavelength of Cu-Ke~. ....: 1.5374 Kx • . 
~ 
r1: Radius of Cu-K ~ reflection circle which 
J 
is usually taken as 10 em. 
r2: Radius or reflecting circle for CO~K 
radiation. 
p : The equidivision on_· the diameter of the 
reflecting circle. 
¥; 
.A: Wavelength of C:o-radia.tion = 1.7853 Kx. ~ ~ 
From the:. Equations (a) a.nd {b), 
2;. 
r 2 ~ r 1 x: >., X~ 




r 1 , ). , . and A in Equation (c), we I ~ 
Zeit Krist,:', (A) ~ 104~ 167 ~ 1942 (8) Straumanis, M. E.~ 
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( ~)c By using the radius :f'otmd in: (1) tha.o reflecting 
circle was drawn. 
(3) From the center . o:f the diameter of' the reflecting 
circle aJ.l of the double Bragg angles of the diffraction 
lines were dra:wn by starting :from the le,ft of the reflecting 
circle ~ towa.rd the right (Fig • . 12). A number . of intersecting 
' 
points between the angles and the circumference of the re-
:f'lecting circle were obtained. From these intersecting po~ts 
projections were made to the . dia.meter of the circle. 
(4) The equidivisions . between the projections were then 
round. 
(5) The current number was assigned to each point on 
the basis starting from the le:fL end as 0~ then 1, 2, 3, etc. 
till the last pro·jection on the right end was numbered (Fig. 
12). 
(6) The ~ number ~ of each projection on the diameter in-
dicates the - sum· of' (h2+ k2 + 12) of the related diffraction 
line in· the film. The sum or £h2 for each line was split in-
to 3 integers as indica or the llne, e.g., for -'Eh2 = 17, 
"' 
h = 2, k ·= 2.; ~ . and 1 · 3; or h _· 4, k :- 1, and 1· ~ 0 • 
After the film was indexed, ; the measurement of the: film 
could be made. An example of film measurement is shown in. 
Table V. 
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Tabla V: Measurement and Evaluation of Film~'I.· 
Sampl e 18: 80 p e rcent of Na-W-bronze and :20 p e rccnt o f K- -fl-
bronze. Co-radiat ion. 
Front r e flection 
Readi ~ g on the comp a rator: 
Left to thc .. c chtral spot 
of X-ray beam • • • • • • • • • L: 63.311 69 .738 
Ri gh t to the c entre l spo t _ 
of X-ray b eam ••••••••• R : :2:2-ill 26 -728 
To t e l 
Ave. 
Diff. 



























29 6 .608 
20.552 18.848 
Effecti v c l ength o f the cylindrical film= 29 6 .608-96.471 
= 200.137 mm. 
Facto r to convert the l ength in mm to angle in d egree : 
3 60 -
f ::: 200.137 x 4 - 0 "449 69 
0 . 44969 x each diff.: 0 
:1 :: 16.197 
9.osfl:::: 0 • 960~0 -~ A 1 ~ 0. 89 2o4 
~ )\~ -r: --









3- 8372 (Ax) 
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Ave. of ' a'= 
3-8373 Kx ( l a st t wo) 
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5. Tlie curves of' the lattice constant of' Na-W-bronze 
yeraus percentages of' K-W'!""bronze: 
These curves were established by plotting the lattice_ 
con-stants of' dif'f'erent samples of' Na:-W-bronze and K-W-bronze 
mixtures as ordinates and the -percentages of K-W-bronze as 
abscissae. Two curves of thi~k1nd f'or Na·W~bronze containing 
dif'f'erent ~·.perc.entages of' wo3 were drawn on the basis of' ex-
perimental measurements. 
Fig. 13 \i'lts drawn by using the resuJ. ts f'rom #4 Na-W-
bronze containing 11.1 per cent of' W03 and Sample 6 K -W.-
bronze. 
Fig .• 14 \'{as drawn- by using the resuJ. ts from #1 Na.-W-
bronze containing 10.7 percent of: W03 and Sample 6 K-W-
bronze. 
The data f'or plotting Fig. 13 are listed in Table. VI: 
Table VI: Data of' the Samples of' Mixtures of 
#4 Na.-Y~'bronze and ·sample 6 K-W- : 
bronze f'or -Fig. ~·3 • . -
Lattice . constant . 
7f N a..... . . . 342 100 . . . . . . 0 - . - . 
W-bnz · ~ 8 
Kx: 
- 3.8427 . 
3~ 95 5 -. . - 3.83~ 
· t~ . 344 . 10 . • . . 3 • ~~r 
· p· ·~ · · ... · · · 11~~ . · · ·· · ···M~ · · • •• • . t~ •. · · 
: 37 . . .31a . . 82 5 . . . - · · • . . . _ . _ 
3. f- 50C· 
S, M OO 
.... I . 
;;;_; ~ -~0 1.. • 
. .t 
: ,..:_ 1 . 
~ ca: ~l-
~ - t:. 
·• ~- o{} -
·o •. .. : . . 
. ·:...t~ .. 
~ H:.=t:'-
2 4 6 8 
M4 
10 14 1~ 
F'i .-: . 13 : La~t.ice che:r.ce of Pa-Tf-~l· o~ ·ze 
v0rc1.: s -; 1\ -w- ·:--ronze 
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Tabla VII: Data -of the 
Na~W~bronza 
Film Noo -Na;o,W-.bronza~- K-W~bronza 
wt. % wt·~ % · 
326 . lbO 0 
390 . . - - .95 . 5 .. · 
39i . ··~ 10 . .15 - . . - . .. 20 -. 39 . -75 25 
.La1:tic.a constant 
. Kx 
. ' 3~8435 
. . 3.8384 
3.'8374 -. 
These two curves (Figs • . 13 and 14) show that the lattice 
-
o:f Na•W-bronza .. contractswith thaaddition of K-W-bronza. 
The lattice contraction continues up to 10 per::·cent ~, o:r K-W-
bronze. Af'ter this a.moliDt, , the lattice o:f: N,a-W-bronza . ceases 
to change although more and more K-W~bronze :• is added. The 
lines o:f K-W~bronze : appear in the patterns o:f the samples 
containing more than 10 perJ. cent o:r ::· K-W~bronza 1n both cases. 
6. Conslusions and discussion: 
From the shapes o:r these two~~ curves i:h Figs. 13 and 
14, . it is apparent that K-W-bronze dissolves 1n N~-W-bronze. 
The solubility ll.mi t 11.es near 10 per cent of K-W-bronze be~ 
causa at this concentration the;:, J.attice constants in both 
curves cease to change so that a constant value is reached. 
Since the nat ' slope ·o:r the curves does not permit an 
exact determination o:r the solubility limit, the :films were 
examined tmder an. illuminator. It -. is known that when the per-
centage c~o:r K-W-bronze ,_, is over the8 solubil1 ty l'imi t new,:lines 
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l'Ti11_ appear on the : films. Under.·the · illtllllinator the new 11hes 
could be .' seen·· first at a · concentration of 10 per cent of . K-
W.~bronze. This result shows that the solubility limit of K-
\'1'-bronze in N.a-W~bronze has been . reached at 10 per cent. 
In- conclusion it may be said that the solubility limit 
of K-W;_bronze .in . Na ... W-bronze reg~dl.ass of the W03 content 
in the .:Na--W-bronze wiJ..l be between 8 a.nd 10 per c·ent': of K-
W f-bronze :• 
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l. K-W-bronze ~ was prepared by heating a mixture f o . po-
tassiUm tungstate, , tungstic oxide, _ and pure tungsten powder 
at •- about 900° C in a vacuum fur.n-ace for three hours. The 
sample coul-d be prepared according to the following theore~ 
ticaJ. equation: l'Ti th _ an excess of wo3 or with a deficiency of 
tungsten: 
Double amotmt of W03 than _ theoretically required wa.s found 
to give satisfactory results. 
2. For the preparation of~ larger. crystal~s of K-W-bronze 
an el.evated temperature of 955° C wa£ required. The -- dimen-
sions of the·. :-largest crysta.l.s were roughly 0.3 to .-o .4 mm in 
width and l. mm in length. 
3~ The formula for K-W-bronze with- the possibl.e lolt1est 
wo3 content ~as been determined according to the chemical 
analysis of the uniform bronze sample. The formula i s : 
KWo3 •(Wo3)x where x : is 1.37 to 1.39 
or '\'/here y is 0 .41. 7 to 0 .422 
or the bronze contains 54.45 per cent of W03. 
t -.'1 - x-_ ray patterns show that ':t h e 4. The rotatd:lt_g c~ys ~ 
crystals and powder .. of~ K-W-bronze·~ are tetragonal. The lattic e 
constants at room tempera ture e.re -~· as follows: 
c: 3.835 E:X>: 
5. The solubility of W3 in K-W-bronzeohas been-.1nves-
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tigated, end it \-tas :fo1.md that the limit of' wo3 1n K-W..;.. 
bronze: is near 60 per .: c..-ent or that·: the bronze dis sol vee some 
• 15 per c.ent o:f wo3 at 920° c •. 
6. The .~ solubility o:f K-W-bronze in Na-W-bronze ":had been 
investigated. , The · resuJ. ts . show . that the. solub111 ty Timit o:f 
K-W-bronze -in Na-W-bronze is between 8 to 10 per . cent . of' K-
W-bronze at 920° c •. 
7. It must be supposed that in cases (5) and (6), subs-
titutional solid solutions are :found (anionic in (5) and 
.. 
cationic in (6) ) since the pattern~, of' the main substances 
remained the same a1 though their lattices are changed sl:ight·~ 
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